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*$140 instant rebate on the purchase of a set (4 tires) of Bridgestone Blizzak winter tires when you purchase, finance or lease an eligible 2022-2025 GM vehicle between January 3, 2024 to December 31, 2024.  New retail vehicles only; purchase, finance or lease of used, certified pre-owned or fleet vehicles not eligible for offer. Eligible tires must be purchased at time of delivery of vehicle. Rebate is non-stackable with other Bridgestone consumer offers.  Rebate applied before applicable taxes. Offer is subject to tire availability.  No rain checks available.  This offer may be changed, cancelled or extended at any time without notice.  Conditions apply.  See participating dealer for details.
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    Davis GMC Buick Mission Statement        To completely satisfy all of your automotive needs, conveniently, and fairly in a comfortable family atmosphere.

“Peace of Mind Motoring”
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                                                    We are committed to making you a long-lasting customer and friend.

                                            

                            

                        
                
                                            
                                                            
                                    
                                        
                                                                                        
                                                
                                                    
                                                

                                            

                                        

                                        
                                                                                        
                                            
                                                Thank you to my salesman tony, and everyone at GMC. He not only helped me get into an amazing truck, but he got me into my second one and he didn’t sell it to me. Tony is willing to go the extra mile to get you in a vehicle, without the pushy salesman tactics you hate. Highly recommend this dealership....                                            
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                                                First class. I Explained what I needed and they found the perfect Truck that I always wanted to get in to. Easton Smith knew his stuff and made it easy for me                                            
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                                                Great experience with Cole. Straight, true and honest. Very happy with Davis GMC Buick and their staff.                                            
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                                                Love our new truck! Good job Easton Smith and team. The process was quick and smooth from start til delivery. Thank you guys for the great experience. Keep it up.                                            
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                                                My daughters engine had blown up in her car and we had it towed to Davis. Within a couple hours they looked at it and tracked down a used engine at an awesome price and they gave me a quote for installation of the new engine, also an amazing price! They literally had the car done in a couple days and bac...                                            
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                                                Lethbridge Davis GMC staff was very helpful, the best part is they weren’t pesky or bothersome and gave their clients time and space.                                            
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                                                Overnighted a part in and completed a repair on my cart. Brody in service was great.                                            


                                                                                                                                        
                                                    
                                                

                                                 
                                                                                                                                    

                                    


                                

                                                            
                                    
                                        
                                                                                        
                                                
                                                    
                                                

                                            

                                        

                                        
                                                                                        
                                            
                                                It was so refreshing to be treated with such respect and kindness!  I got an amazing SUV for a great price, kudos to Easton, Jarrett, Aaron and Rick who worked their magic to help me!                                            
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                                                Great experience first time in parts after purchasing our new ride. Very efficient and friendly people.                                            
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                                                While traveling though Alberta we needed immediate car fixing to continue our journey. These guys took us in on the spot during a busy day and fixed it very quick to get us back on the road. Service was awesome! Thanks guys.                                            
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                                                                    Thank you to my salesman tony, and everyone at GMC. He not only helped me get into an amazing truck, but he got me into my second one and he didn’t sell it to me. Tony is willing to go the extra mile to get you in a vehicle, without the pushy salesman tactics you hate. Highly recommend this dealership. Go talk to Tony in sales and get your dream vehicle!!                                                                
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                                                                    My daughters engine had blown up in her car and we had it towed to Davis. Within a couple hours they looked at it and tracked down a used engine at an awesome price and they gave me a quote for installation of the new engine, also an amazing price! They literally had the car done in a couple days and back to my daughter! I can’t say enough about how awesome this dealership is!! Thank you to everyone at Davis! You are all awesome!!                                                                
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